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To the Class of 1988:

We see the spirit and reach of Babson in many ways. Some we felt at reunion, particularly sharing with the 50-year class of 1938 their review of their own yearbook, as the anchor for renewing old memories and friendships.

Babson is hard to escape, even if you try. Mrs. Dill and I tried, as some of you did, by getting away after graduation for a short vacation. However, the chance meetings kept happening — with an enthusiastic father of a current undergraduate who had creative ideas for promoting the College, with a woman who has built a business counseling applicants about American colleges and universities and who wanted to tell us why Babson was so high on her list, and with a couple from San Francisco who began telling me about an interesting entrepreneurial venture, a venture that I immediately recognized as a Babson graduate's start-up.

As I write this letter upon my return to campus, an alumnus stopped by to praise what some of you as leaders of the Entrepreneurial Exchange put together this past year; and we had ceremonies to honor Richard Nichols, an 80+ year-old Dartmouth graduate who adopted Babson as a "cause" more than 25 years ago and is still helping us today to raise money and broaden support for the College. Mr. Nichols said in his remarks: "I got involved because I believed in what Babson was trying to do. I have watched it grow and develop, and I believe in it even more today."

You now are our newest ambassadors, and our newest candidates to prove what Babson alumni can contribute and can achieve in business and other fields. All of us who remain at the College wish you well as you take the next steps in your lives and careers. The 1988 Babsonian helps all of us remember some good times together and, I hope, will help you stay in touch with one another and with the College in years ahead.

Sincerely yours,

William R. Dill
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